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AN HOUR WITH THE SPIRITS.
NUMBER ONE.

M r . P artr id g e : Dear S i r : Having been
acquainted with the Spirit-manifestations and
Spirit-intercourse from the first; and having
witnessed all the known modes of communica
tion, and, as I believe, examined them candidly
and carefully, I feel prepared to say a word
•thereon.
Although spirits do communicate
most certainly in various other ways, yet the
communications by sound, through a good me
dium, are the most satisfactory to every one.
The reason why is very clear, because it is out
side of, and not immediately connected with,
the medium’s mind. The sounds, and the in
telligence given by them, certainly come from
some unseen and separate intelligence ; and I
am ready to declare everywhere, that they do
come from human spirits once inhabitants of our
Earth, and now residents of the Spirit-world.
I have spent an hour occasionally, for the
la&t few days, at 0 . R . Brown’s, and have
noted down some of the communications, as

where the flowers bloom forever, and where
little children injoy*— I have spelled wrong—
enjoy their sports, and learn very fast.”
One of the gentlemen asked his father, how
it was that ho was afraid to die, being good aud
pure, as he was known to be ? The father an
swered : “ I was mortal, and feared suffering.
There was always a lingering doubt In my mind,
which troubled me in my last moments. My
son, I needed something tangible to confirm my
hope of immortality. Could I have listened to
echoes from the Spirit-world, as you now do,
my fa ith would have made me whole.”

Mr. Hughes got responses from his daughter,
and she said : “ I have many subjects which I
should like to discourse u pon ; but the one I
now consider the most important is Spirit-writ
ing. When my dear mother attempts to sit in
circles, she should never join hands with pro
miscuous persons. The human magnetism too
frequently mingles with the spiritual, thereby
causing many unpleasant discrepancies.” !
Question, by Mr. Hughes : “ Is the spirit
present of whom I am now thinking ? ” Eliza
beth Birgc was spelled. Question : “ Did my
daughter, who lives in Michigan, see the form
th o y havo boon rapped out -the medium being of Elisabeth Birgo, after she became a spirit ; ”
Mrs. Brown, formerly Mrs. Fish. I am sure Answer: “ Y es.”
Mr. Hughes then stated, that he had a daugh
that hundreds of hungry souls all over the coun
ter
married and living in Michigan, who wrote
try, will thank me for sending them to you, and
to him, saying that at dusk one evening she
thank you for publishing them.
was
going through a lane near their house,
F r i d a y , Dec. 2 4 .— Present, four gentlemen.
when
she met Elizabeth Birge dressed in white,
— One of them asked, “ Is there a spirit here
and carrying a lamp in her hand. She was not
who will communicate with me ? ” Answer in
frightened, but thought it was very strange, as
the affirmative, and the following was spelled :
“ Tell Frances that I am exceedingly happy to Elizabeth Birge was a dear relative living near
New York, and she had not heard of her death.
echo back to her the truth. Tell her I love
About 12 o’clock the same night, Mr. Hughes’
her. Tell her I take cognizance of ail her
daughter was awakened from a sound sleep, and
movements. It is but a step that divides us.
impressed to get up and go out of doors. She
The passage is easy. The voyage is delightful
was a little alarmed now, and tried to induce
The life-boat is strong. The friends of my
sphere view the launching with delight; while her husband to get up and go out with her. He
declined, and the impression became still
those of your sphere sorrow to see the de
stronger. She arose and went out, when she
parture.
E mily ”
again distinctly saw, by a bright moon-light,
Emily, who gave the above, and Frances, ad
Elizabeth Birge walking up the lane, dressed as
dressed, were relatives of the gentlemen pres
before, and carrying a lighted lamp in her
ent, and not known to the medium.
hand. Elizabeth Birge had passed the portals
Question: “ Is Jesus Christ, G o d ? ” A n
of death ; but Mr. Hughes’ daughter did not
swer, by the spirit of Abraham Tompkins :
bear of it till some days after.
“ ‘ Enter not into temptation.’ Ask no ques
Mrs. Hughes asked : “ Has my daughter a
tions which will produce discussion and disturb
word for me ? ”
Answer : “ Mother, dear
the present harmony and love.”
Question : mother, write for me. I am not weary yet
“ Are there passages in the Scriptures which with you.
Angels kindly watoh over you,
corroborate the present phenomena ? ” An3. : teaching you.”
“ Y es: the handwriting on the wall; the Witch
Various questions were answered, which were
o f Endor raising Sam uel; Peter in the trance ; excellent tests to the inquirers; and I believe
the prison opened ; Jesus’ transfiguration; the no question was answered wrong during the sit
stone which was rolledaway from the mouth of ting. The spirits came and laid their hands on
the sepulcher ; the healing of the woman of the several in the circle, so that their hands and
issue ; the laying on of hands, &c., &c.”
fingers were as sensibly felt as though they were
A ll present said they had none of the above hands of flesh. My father touched me sensibly
passages on their minds, and could not have re three times ; and immediately after each touch,
called them. Then was spelled, “ Now, read rapped out sensibly a curious signal given me
the prayer, and we will conclude.” A prayer through another medium, four years ago.
was then read, which had been previously
Men and brethren, tell us what this is, if it
given by a spirit ; and during its reading,
is not spirits— if it is not our dear friends who
the friends of the persons present made sounds
live on the other si Jo of the grave ?
most harmonious, and at the close the H o l y
Yours, &c.
G. W.
G h o s t was felt to be with and upon us, most
* The child above spoken of said, that its grand
surely— by which I mean the sensible pres
mother told it that injo y was not spelled right,
ence of angel and guardian spirits.
t A very important fact.
NUMBER TWO.

|
j

Extract of a le tte r from Mrs. Whitman,

The author’s whole argument is a special plea
An eminent clergyman of the Episcopal | for the authority of the Bible, not only as the
Church said, not many days ago, to one of his great central light, but as the only light that
communicants who had unwittingly become a j God ever did, or ever will suffer to shine on His
medium, “ When I talked with you a year since children. Forgettiug “ that Light that lighten
in relation to this matter, I was disposed to e d every man that cometh into the wprld ”—
think that the whole thing might be resolved that influence of the Spirit which shall yet be
into a combination of mesmeric influence, impo “ poured out on all nations,” lie assumes that
sition, collusion and credulity ; now I am con all “ knowledge of the Spiritual World, of God,
strained to adopt a very disagreeable alterna and of the preparatim we need fo r a fu tu r e extive, and to believe that it is a device of the istenoi, must be gained, if gained at all, from
arch-enemy.”
sources outside o f ourselves, from supernatural
As a sign of tho times, I received yesterday revelation.” B y which he means exclusively
from our friend Bronson Aleott, the eloquent (he revelations recorded in the Bible. “ All our
platonist of Concord, the prospectus of a cour.se personal knowledge,” he affirms, “ arc the ob
of lectures, the Dmmon— using the word, I trust, servation of material things by the senses, and
in the good old Socratic sense, as a term for the intuitions or deductions of the reason as to
spiritual or immortal natures. Is it not Emer spiritual things.” In support of this material
istic philosophy, which would limit the powers
son that sa y s:
of the soul to the observation and the under
“ Close, close above our heads
The potent plain of Dmmons spreads;
standing, he cites Plato, as reported in “ L ec
Stands to each human soul his-own,
tures on Theology, by G. C. Knapp, D .D .,
For watch, and ward, and furtherance.
translated from the German by Rev. Leonard
* * * * * * *
Woods, J r .” But if we, too, may be permit
Sometimes the airy synod bends,
ted to cite Plato, we would quote his beautiful
And the mighty choir descends,
creed,
“ The warld is good in a state o f becom
Aud the brains of men thenceforth,
Teeui with unaccustomed thoughts.”
ing .” Could we bear in mind this sublime
These lines, or something like them, I think, truth, we should not so readily limit the powers
are in a poem on “ The Daemonic and Celestial of Nature and of the human soul to any fixed or
L oves,” in which the word Daemon is applied to arbitrary standard.
I would not undervalue the position of the
spiritual intelligences intermediate between
men who regard these things with distrust and
merely human and purely celestial natures.
awe.
Caution and calm self-possession arc im
I learn by a paragraph in a late number of
the Tribune, and also through various* private peratively called for. L et the timid stand back
sources, that experiments in what is regarded as and wait ’till the path is made smooth for their
the operation of electric forces on matter, are feet. For me, I would make many a costly
becoming quite frequent among the curious. sacrifice. I would peril all but faith in God and
The theory of “ detached, vitalized electricity,” “ the fellowship of the Holy Ghost,” to gain a
as propounded by Drs. Taylor, Richmond, and knowledge of the life that lies beyond the dark
others, has many adherents. “ Before we erect valley ; and this, not so much for the satisfac
an altar to this unknown God,” says one of the tion of my own soul’s thirst, as for the desolate
ablest writers on the new Manifestations, “ it and doubting hearts that are “ without God and
would be well carefully to test the rationality of without hope in the world ” — they to whom the
our theory.” A very erudite and valuable work soul’s future exists only as

this new dispensation ? Shall the pale horse o f
Death he overthrown— “ shall the drear white
steed ” he quelled without a conflict ?
The Manifestations of our day arc not fortui
tous and abnormal. They indicate a law, to
which by patient research we shall yet attain.
God has not introduced phantasms into His uni
verse to mislead and beguile us. All that exists
by His permission is controlled by his provi
dence. W e must endeavor to distinguish be
tween the use and the abuse of those mysteri
ous agencies. An elargement of the domain of
thought or action always implies new response
bilities, and demands higher virtues from him
who would use them wisely and beneficently.
New views of Nature are opening to us— won
derful glimpses of her modes and methods of
process and development. On one hand the
marvel and the mystery of Matter is inciting to
more accurate and curious researches in the de
partment of Physical Science. On the other,
the occult psychical energies that lie folded up
within us are pointing to a rich and unexplored
domain of our mysterious inner life ; and the
knowledge of this winged, expansive nature,
that has so long lain dimly dreaming within its
chrysalis, is revealed to us precisely at the
epoch when the rapid process of physical sci
ence threatened to banish the last faint vestiges
of our faith in spiritual'causation and spiritual
influence.
The mysterious phenomena of the present day
came to us unsought and unlooked for. Im 
mersed in materialism, and in the hurry and tu
mult of actual life, we are constrained to pause
and regard with reverence and attention the evidence of a spiritual existence and an immortal
destiny which are accorded to us. No partial
result of observation or experience can decide
for us the aim and and tendency of this marvel
ous dispensation.
W e await the unfolding
of God’s benignant purpose in serenity and
hope.
You may use, at your own discretion, what

A wild weird clime,
on “ The Spiritual Medium,” with the Greek
Out of space—out of time.”
title “ To Daimonion,” has been lately pub
lished. attributing all the mysterious phenome But to me these experiences, so far from exer
na of the present day, to the abnormal excite cising a disturbing influence, have been fraught
ment of the nervous principle, an agent inter with benignity and beauty; they have taught
mediate between Mind aud Matter, which may me the great truth that a life beyond tho grave
indeed be powerfully wrought upon by minds in is not merely a life of ecstatic reverie and devout
the body, but which, since the days of the Apos abstraction; that it is also a life of development,
tles, has been hermetically sealed to the influ of progress, of tender human charities— of en
ence of all disembodied and spiritual intelli larged sympathies— of increasing susceptibilities
gences.
He accepts these wonders, because to beauty and to love ; that it strengthens all
they rest on unimpeachable authority, but inherent affinities, all pure and lofty relations of
ascribes all to “ natural causes,” unmindful that soul with soul. I have received from them the
a close and thoughtful study of natural science confirmation of every devout hope, of every
inevitably introduces the student into the domain heavenward aspiration.
Minds predisposed to excitement, unaccus
of spiritual and occult forces. “ That which
God has joined, can no man put asunder. ” The tomed to reflect on the mysteries of life, and
author quotes largely from the ancients, and unsettled in their religious faith, will doubtless
cites many learned authorities, which, however, be thrown into confusion by these new truths.
often prove too much for his theory. He has There are victims to every new discovery— ev
brought together many valuable facts, but throws ery new conquest of the human mind. Hun
no new light on them by his speculations. He dreds of lives are yearly sacrificed through the
admits that the thoughts of absent persons seem application of Steam power to marine and inland
Through the introduction of
often transmitted through the medium, but transportation.
doubts if they be really so transmitted. He the various improvements in machinery and the
confesses to fears and trepidations, and his fears mechanic arts, thousands are thrown out of em
evidently falsify the report of his reason. He ployment, and die of poverty and starvation.
assumes that it is “ sinful and dangerous to
California was not settled without loss and
transcend the established sources o f knoicledge (1 j danger. Many victims lie at the foot of her
granted us by our Creator— to get out of the golden mountains, and line the banks of her op
path in which he has made us to walk.” He ulent rivers. Tho great reformers in science
says, “ Let us leave these investigations to men j anu religion thought life and liberty of little mo
trained to the work. Let a Pliny, an Agassiz ment when weighed in a balance with the truths
press forward to view this agitated Vesuvius, ere ! they were horn to utter. And shall we, to
we trust our own feet on the quivering crust ! whom the vail is at last lifted— we to whom the
It may be that even they will peril themselves children of another sphere descend with mes
in the attempt.
Certainly v'e shall peril our sages of peace and love— shall we falter because

I have written.

j

Smckp.—No better description is given of the ap
proach of sleep than that by Leigh Hunt : “ It is a de
licious moment, that, when you drop gently to sleep.
The good is to come, not past ; the limbs have been
just tired enough to render the remaining in one pos
ture delightful ; the labor of tho day is done. A gen
tle failure ot the perceptions comes creeping over ; the
spirit of consciousness disengages itself more, and with
slow and hushing degrees, like a mother detaching
* Spiritualists who write and assert positively that her hand from that of her sleeping child ; the mind
the Spirit-world is here, on Earth please note these seems to have a balmy lid closing—’tis dosed. The
communications.
spirit has gone to take its airy rounds.”
selves.”

Dec. 25.— Present, three ladies
and four gentlemen, from Newark, N .J .— A
child, two years old when it died, said, by
sounds, “ Dear father, I am a happy child. I
never wished to come back to your Eaith again A
B ut I want, my dear friends to come to me—
aturday
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The Hopedale Community.

Rev. Adin Ballou communicates the follow
ing interesting facts in regard to the Hopedale
Community, to the N ew - York T rib u n e:
“ The Hopedale Community consists of about
seventy regularly admitted constitutional mem
bers.
These, with probationers, dependents
and permitted residents, make up a population
of about ISO persons. The two sexes are nearly
equal in numbers, and the proportion of chil
dren and youth is tolerably indicated by the com
munity school, which has an average attend
ance through the year of from 45 to 50 pupils.
This population is distributed among 40 fami
lies, occupying a village of 31 cottages and
other dwelling houses. A U nitary Mansion has
always been contemplated, when numbers and
pecuniary resources should be such as to secure
one worthy of the Institution. Hitherto this
has not been the case; though the conveniences
and economies of such an establishment begin
to appear necessary. The industrial operations
are carried on in a dozen or more branches.
The inhabitants are commodcd by a decent lit
tle water-power, 5 or C buildings used as mills
and mechanic shops, a grocery store, a printing
office, an educational chapel, and a semi-month
ly newspaper. The territorial dominion of the
Community comprises over 500 acres of averege
quality land, situated in the westerly part of
Milford, Worcester Co., Mass., about 32 miles
south-west of Boston, ami 18 south-east from
Worcester. It lies about midway between the
villages of Mendon «and Milford. The Commu
nity commenced its practical operations about
some temporary evil attends the unfolding of April 1, 1842.”

i..
I
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BRITTAN AND RICHMOND'S DISCUSSION.
Qitstion—I)o those who have departed this life still continue to hold intercourse with those
who vet remain on earth?
NUMBER

ONE.

PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS.

ceptible of the clearest demonstration. I shall do what my limited time,
space and abilities will allow, to place this point beyond reasonable con
troversy.
I will now invite your attention to a cardinal fact which careless
observers overlook, notwithstanding its profound importance. It is well
known that, the agents employed in the manifestations are accustomed to
give the same general account of themselves wherever the phenomenal
exhibitions occur. Invariably, so far as my knowledge extends, they
claim to be S p irits, and utterly refuse to acknowledge any other name or
character. This I must regard as a most significant fact. The accounts
they give of their conditions in the other life, and their designs in visit
ing our sphere, appear to be modified, in some instances, by the personal
peculiarities of the media, and the preconceived opinions and prejudices
of the persons in whose presence the phenomena transpire. B ut on the
one most essential point there exists a universal concurrence in the tes
timony of the invisible powers. When Dr. Taylor wrote, under the im
pression that his arm was moved by u detached vitalized electricity,” the
power itself claimed to be spiritual. Our friend of the Tribune, who is
not entirely satisfied whether it is mesmerism, clairvoyance, delusion,
spirits or all of these combined, yet receives the unqualified assurance
that the unseen actors are veritable spirits and nothing else. When Dr.
Richmond goes to investigate, believing the agency to be od-force, psy
chology, deception, electricity, magnetism, vacuum, nervous irritability,

DEATH OF MARTIN LANGDON.
The City papers of last Saturday announced
the death of Martin Langdon, which occurred
on Friday, 7th inst., at the Bellevue Hospital,
The immediate cause of Mr. Langdon’s death

forty times before “ spiritual manifestations
Iwere heard of, as he was at any of these times,
; I was not at all surprised that he killed himself,
j and should not have been bad he killed him self
ten years ago.

j

was a wound in the throat, inflicted by himself j One word in regard to that inquest. W ill you
while in a deranged state of mind, together with | allow me to ask the Coroner who presided overexhaustion arising from previous mental and i that solemn investigation, why he did not call to
nervous excitement.
! the stand some one or more of the half dozen

Several of the secular journals have been j intelligent and respectable physicians who have,
guilty o f the gross injustice of charging the fatal - for many years, contributed by their art and'
to discuss your views rather than my own, and to analyze such facts
tragedy, to the account of Spiritualism, when it j their purse in keeping this man alive ? W hy
only as you have thought proper to introduce, in your endeavors to
is perfectly well known that he has been, more i did he not call some one who would be likely to
illustrate the mundane origin o f the Manifestations. B ut our relations
or less of the time for many years, incapable of ¡know something about the man and his circumto the question are now changed, and it becomes my privilege to culti
taking care of himself, on account of his irregu- stances ? Mrs. Lansrdon could have furnished
vate a more intimate acquaintance and fellowship with the real subject
lar habits and the disordered state of his mind. him with the names of several men who could
at issue. The facts introduced by you, with few exceptions, have been
It is not denied that he believed in spirits. But have contributed many facts having an iniporo f a mixed character, and the result of disturbed physical and mental
what has this fact to do with the subject before j tant bearing upon the causes of his death. I am
conditions. I do not question your privilege to select examples accom
us? Good and had men have believed the same compelled to think that there has been gross
panied by such phenomenal aspects as leave the mind in doubt respect
in all ages. The Patriarchs, Prophets, Christ, wrong done to a respectable and worthy portion
ing their origin as well as their import. B ut in pursuing this policy
and the Apostles, all believed in spirits, and if jof the community by the method in which this
you have not fortified your own position or otherwise impaired the claims
we may be allowed to accept their testimony, inquest has been held.
Very truly,
of the Spiritual idea. I think it will not even be pretended that you
they were cognizant of the absolute presence of
W . J . B aner.
have met the chief difficulties in the way of your hypothesis, or so hysteria, insanity, or some other principle of his faith and philosophy
S a t u r d a y , Jan. S, 1853.
spirits, and their constant influence in human
much as attempted, by any means recognized among logicians, to dis not now remembered, I desire you to notice that the mysterious visit
affairs. Were they therefore responsible for all
TH E SP IR IT S AND TH E GRAND JU R Y .
pose of the real facts. Indeed, several of the more important classes ants still affirm that they are spirits. Send the priest of the parish who
the consequences o f demoniacal possession, for
To the Editor o f the JV. Y. Tribune:
of the Manifestations have been scarcely referred to in the course of knows— of course he knows— that it is all Witchcraft and the Devil, and
the spurious and disorderly manifestations, ex
In this morning’s Tribune I notice a detailed",
your twelve letters, while the very examples introduced to sustain and the invisible presence at once comes forward and ventures to confront
hibited by u false Christs and false prophets,”
account
of the death, by suicide, of Matthew Lang
enforce your views have often proved to be utterly hostile to your even the parson, by preferring the same claims as before. A thousand
who ‘ deceived many,’ hardly excepting “ the don, and the verdict of the coroner’s ju ry ; also their
claims, and absolutely fatal to the material philosophy, inasmuch as they newspaper editors, who are sure it is all jugglery, are powerless to extort
very elect
and are they justly chargable with recommendation that the Grand Jury take means to
are perceived to contradict the very laws whereon they were presumed any such confession from the actors behind the screen. And is not this
suppress circles mentioned by the witnesses in that
the suicide of Judas?
to depend.
singular pertinacity wholly irreconcilable with the hypothesis that
I t is alleged that Mr. Langdon read the case. Now, from the names attached to that verdict,
Before proceeding to a classification of such particular phenomena as ascribes the responses to embodied minds ?
I have no doubt of their profound legal knowledge,
S p i r i t u a l T e l e g r a p h ; and what of this r Did
and intelligence upon the subject on which they re 
arc deemed illustrative of Spiritual agency, I desire to offer some pre
The fact just stated is of fundamental import, and must be admitted he ever read the N ew - York Herald^ Express,
commend
action. The places named were by no
liminary observations involving a statement of certain general facts and to have an intimate bearing on the present issue. It is manifestly
and Times? I f he did, why not attempt to means all the circles which xhe unfortunate man had"
principles which, to my mind, afford strong presumptive evidence that adverse to all the speculations of Materialism and stamps as legitimate
identify those journals with the melancholy attended in this City. Why should the more distin
spirits arc concerned in the presentation of these occult mysteries. A the claims of the Manifestations to a Spiritual origin. That the facts
event ? The T e l e g r a p h has been in existence guished men, at whose houses circles have been held,
very superficial inquiry into the laws of material nature, and the capa everywhere disclose the diversified operations of mind, is apparent to all
he passed by and the comparatively obscure individ
only eight months while poor Langdon has been
uals
mentioned as peculiarly obnoxious ? What means
city o f the more imponderable elements will suffice to satisfy any sensi observers, and this truth may be no less conspicuous in ignorant and
unfortunately constituted all his life, and de do they propose the Grand Jury shall take to “ sup
ble man that these potential agents, if left to themselves, never move false communications, than in those of an intelligent and reliable char
ranged al irregular periods fo r many years. W e press 55 these “ circles?” I apprehend that such J u 
agreeably to any mental form ula that ice may be pleased to dictate. I t is acter. The controlling power is obviously homogenous with that which
may have occasion to refer to this subject again. ries will need particular instruction on this point, as
only when their natural action is interrupted, by the intervention of determines our own thought and volition. It perceives and remembers;
For the present we invite the attention of the the invasion of private houses is rather a delicate
some mechanical or other means, designed to adapt them to specific pur it approves or disapproves; it reasons and understands; it exercises
reader to the following communications, which matter, without some evidence of criminality. The
attempt is made in this case, to connect the persons
poses, that they can be made to conform to our individual desires. faith, hope and charity, and expresses sympathy, joy and devotion. No
appeared in the Tribune of Monday last. Mr. called “ mediums ” at these circles, nay, the whole
Throughout the grand arcana o f Nature they are free and everywhere rational man who has devoted a single hour to the investigation, under
Baner, it will be perceived, has been intimately circles, with some degree of criminality for the effect
visible in their effects; but those effects are not immediate expressions of favorable circumstances, will deny this, or attempt to resist the convic
acquainted with the deceased, and the well of certain phenomena. The testimony of the wife dis
thought and volition. The solar rays, the pale moonlight and the glim tion that the whole affair, in its genuine phenomenal aspects, bears this
known candor and intelligence of Mr. B ., de closes the fact that, about ten months since, the de
mering o f the distant stars, observe no such authority, nor arc they striking resemblance to the operations of mind as illustrated in our own
ceased lost a daughter, which affected him very much,
mand for his testimony the fullest confidence.
and all the testimony shows that this was an inciting
direct transcriptions from an intelligence like that which governs the experience. And yet, it is abundantly evident that the intelligence is
STATEMENT OP PACTS.
cause of monomania behind or beyond the circles.
voluntary functions of our bodies and determines the nature o f our pur not in, or of, ourselves. Among the leasons which warrant this infer
Dr. Elliott says also that the man stated that he had
To the Editor o f the N . Y. Tribune :
suits. The winds blow aud their wild music cehooo through the silvan ence I have only space to note the following :
In the City papers of this morning and even frequently been subject to fits of despondency, (fOr
arcades; and when the storm gathers, the tall masts and the giant oaks
1. In numerous instances the disclosures transcend the utmost capa ing I observe a report of a Coroner’s Inquest on how long he did not state,) and tempted to take his
quiver like the strings of a delicate lyre. B ut the winds heed not the
city of our minds and the present limit of all merely human attainments. the body of Martin Langdon, which is calcula own life. If the Jury had investigated still fu rth er
mariner’s prayer, and when at length the voice of the tempest is sub
back, they might have discovered an inciting causev
Many interesting facts are communicated, before unknown, and partic ted to make a very erroneous impression on the
to nervous irritability before modern Spiritualism was
dued, and gradually dies away in countless diminuendoes among the
ular events are announced previous to their occurrence.
minds of those unacquainted with this person. known.
forest boughs and the ocean caves, it is not silenced at our bidding, but
2. The mental power as exhibited in the Spiritual phenomena is, in As I have known him nearly ten years, perhaps
Such wise Juries do not seem to see where this pre
because the restless elements have found their equilibrium. The mag
many veritable cases, independent of, and opposed to, the action of our a brief statement of a few facts in his history cedent is leading them. Love has made men and
net attracts the steel, but it will not attract a cork in the same manner.
own minds. This is evident from the fact that the results are often at and character may subserve the cause of truth. women monomaniacs and suicides. Shall Grand J u 
This power will not come and go at our request, nor is it rendered more
ries, therefore, “ suppress ” all meetings of lovers ? I
war with our earnest thought and intense desire. The invisible intelli During a large part of the time with which I am acquainted. \7itI1 a oaoo -wKoifo a m an, from r « n J
or less potent by the exercise of our will. Electricity descends in fatal
gence not unfrequently disputes our deepest convictions, it subverts the have been acquainted with Martin Langdon, he ing the Bible, became impressed with the idea that*
shafts from the ethereal depths and circulates through the solid globe,
strongest will, and subjects many persons to a severe discipline .that mor was at work in my office as.a journeyman print he had “ sinned away the day of grace ” and became
causing the the metalic nerves of the mountains to vibrate, the earth to
tifies then* pride, and perhaps openly rebukes their evil passions and er ; and I but utter what is well known to many a raving maniac. Shall Grand Juries he instructed
quake, and cities to tumble into ruins; but neither in these terrible phe
to collect and burn all Bibles ? You doubtless remem
unrighteous deeds.
printers in the City— who have many times
nomena, nor in any ot its silent movements, does it conform to the
ber the case of a woman in Pennsylvania, a few years
3. I t acts on unorganized matter mysteriously and powerfully. The saved him from starvation by their charity—
since, who from a constant attendance on a Protract
action of our minds. Thus light, air, magnetism and electricity, ob
mind in its earthly relations can not produce so much as the feeblest when I say that his insanity and his inclination ed Meeting, got the same idea, and for fear her chil
serve their own eternal laws. They never deviate from the peculiar
semblance of these marvelous effects, and I hazard nothing in saying to commit suicide date many years further hack dren would do so, killed three of them and then com
modes which characterize their operations, either to gratify an idle cu
that, it yet remains for the unassisted human will to furnish the first than the beginning of the alleged “ Spiritual mitted suicide. Shall protracted meetings and preach
riosity or to save an empire from destruction. This is true of all the
ing, therefore, be suppressed? Our Insane Asylum'
illustration of such a power in the whole history of the world.
Manifestations,” of which we hear so much in
essential principles and refined essences in being. When not directly
reports always have a number put down, as caused
B ut I desire to enforce in a still more emphatic manner the only con connection with this affair. Indeed, I can say,
by “ Religious Excitement,” shall Religion, therefore,,
controled by some voluntary mental or spiritual effort, they obey the
elusion, respecting the origin of the phenomena, that is at all compati in truth, that a more unfortunately organized he abrogated ? The study of the sciences, of new in
original impulsion communicated to them by the Creator.
ble with the fact that the unseen actors, everywhere and on all occasions, human being, mentally and physically, I have ventions, &c., has made many monomaniacs. Shall,
It will be perceived from the foregoing considerations that the im
claim to be spirits. This fact, if I do not over-estimate its importance, never met with. Allow me to state one or two not our Juries be called upon to “ suppress ” all the
ponderable substances, wherein the great forces of Nature are generated, must preclude the acceptance of even the most plausible earthly theory.
sciences, or whatever is the cause of insanity, or, as
facts to illustrate this assertion.
in
this case, monomania ? If I mistake not, this is not
never yield to our requests nor regard the action of our minds ; and this
I f the so-called Spiritual Manifestations are, in all cases, the offspring
A t the time of the Astor-place riot in this the first exhibition of that peculiar organization in
fact is so universally acknowledged that, to even suggest the possibility
of embodied minds, it is but reasonable to infer that they represent the City, he was so incensed against the Mayor for the deceased, that becomes unbalanced at the least
o f holding a colloquy with the unconscious elements referred to, would
ideas entertained by such minds. When we speak or write, we are having ordered the military to fire upon the excitement.
be deemed prim a facie evidence that reason had lost the empire of the
accustomed to express our own views and not those of another, and mob, that it was with the greatest difficulty that
In regard to the phenomena called “ Spiritual,” li
mind. H e who should question the winds and expect them to answer
should the mind adopt any other mode of communication, the instru myself and others interested in him could pre am well satisfied that many of the grotesque gesticu
positively or negatively, by blowing toward the north or the south,
mentalities employed would doubtless yield to its action and become the vent his proceeding, with gun in hand, to the lations, mutterings and ridiculous movements whichwould be regarded as a poor lunatic, and yet this is no more absurd than
arc claimed as spiritual, are no more such than they
exponents of its living thought. I f the medium were the source of the house of his Honor, and attempting to shoot
are the effects of the wind that blows. They are,
to expect electricity to discharge itself disruplivcly, and in such a man
intelligence, or it the responses were delivered by some member of the him dead. Frequently, after the first excite many times, the effect of a self-biology, often running
ner as to keep up an intelligent conversation. Moreover, it is equally
circle, they would not only be limited by the knowledge of that person, ment wore off, he would threaten to take the to fanaticism, ranting and monomania, from which
absurd to conjecture that the od-forcc, or magnetism, can attract min
but would precisely conform to his idea. Now the genuine facts of the life of the Mayor, and I believe the perpetra the true spiritualist turns with disgust and regret.
eral, vegetable and animal substances in a similar manner, or that these
But these things are always exhibited by persons whoManifestations— and we shall aim to treat of no other in the present
agents possess the capacity to disclose the thoughts of men, to reveal scries— do not exhibit this conformity, as I will prove by reference to tion of that outrage was a favorite enterprise of have been tending to fanaticism and generally have
his to the day of his death.
previously, in some degree, been religious monoma
the secrets of the past, or to predict future events. To ascribe all or
specific examples whenever the evidence shall be demanded. A t pres
Again
:
an
insignificant
difficulty
arose
be
niacs.
any of these powers to the thoughtless, insensible and unorganized ele
ent I need not occupy my limited space and the reader’s attention, by tween him and my partner, Barclay J . Burns,
The writer of this has been in the constant habit oi
ments, is to assume that intelligent phenomena may proceed from unin
a citation of particular cases, when no candid and intelligent man will now o f California, during which he told me— meeting “ circles ” and reading papers not only for ten
telligent sources, or, in other words, that eftects may transcend their
venture to dispute the position. I f the intermediate agent, employed while his eyes bespoke the sincerity of his de months, but for five years, and while he has no idea
causes by a difference as vast as that which distinguishes the lower
of going up to reach the sublime fog of the .Moun
in the production of the Spiritual phenomena, were ft to the direction termination— that he would kill him self; that
tain Cove Journal, he does not expect to descend torealms of matter from the higher spheres of mind. We are forced to
of minds in the body, it would render such an account of its name and le would not live to be oppressed, to be made a the Coroner’s Jury, or Grand Jury, for protectiondiscard all such ideas for the simple reason that they violate the common
nature, in the different circles, as would best accord with the precon slave of, &c., &c.
I succeeded, however, by against that fanaticism which is the constant attend
judgment of mankind.
ceived ideas of the company. It is impossible to disguise this fact for soothing words and kindness, spending a large ant of certain temperaments ar.d organizations.
These observations are deemed sufficient to establish the fact that, the
E. W. C.
a moment. Either the combined mental force of the circle, the will of Dortion of the night with him, in preventing him
more remarkable phenomena known as the Spiritual Manifestations
Since
writing
the
above,
I
have
received
satifactory
the medium, or some positive intellect present, would determine the re from doing it.
evidence that the unfortunate man, above noticed,
wholly transcend the capacity of mere material causes, and can, there
sult in every instance. I f the controling mind entertained the idea
had, for many years, been subject io exhibitions of
To
all
who
have
known
him,
such
things
as
fore, only be referred to intelligence. The invisible powers obviously
that the phenomena were merely electrical vibrations, resulting from these seem but natural to the man. Threats of monomania, and that he himself declared he had
been an inmate of the Alms-House. It seems to have
possess, among other attributes of a subtile spirituality, a superhuman
human volition or some incidental circumstance, the peculiar claims of uicide and murder, occasional intoxication and been hereditary with him. So much for the cause of
perception of our inmost thoughts ; a surprising knowledge of past events,
the mysterious power would correspond to these impressions. I f the general disorder, were the distinguishing traits insanity.
N kw-Y ork , Jan. 8,1853.
and distant objects and occurrences ; a mysterious influence over the
people believed it to be all jugglery, the agent would so decide ; and in in the man’s character, and rendered him, all in
W e have known the deceased Langdon
principles of life and thought, as illustrated in the vital and mental phe
all cases it would express the internal conviction, or obey the executive all, a most sore affliction to his friends. He had (his Christian name was not Mathew but M a r
nomena of human beings in all ages ; a power to paralyze the body, to
function, of the mind. But instead of this easy conformity to the pre occasional lucid intervals, during which a dis tin) for more than twenty years. He was an
arrest disease, and to suspend and restore the use of the senses and the
dominant idea, it persists iu telling the same story on all occasions. I jointed sort of wisdom would foil from h im ; but honest, moral man, but unfortunately organized,
exercise of the mind. They move our senses from within, and mystic
insist that this fact constitutes a sufficient refutation of the hypothesis my intercourse with him, extending, as I have always in want, and had been subject to fits of
voices break the silence and echo through the unsearchable depths of
that ascribes the veritable Manifestations to the action of embodied said before, through about ten years, has left despondency from his youth. He was undoubt
edly insane when he laid hands upon himself.
our being. They shut up the windows of the spirit and darken all the
minds, and I ask for it that deliberate regard which its profound signifi- upon my mind the conviction that whether there W e understand that he was a Millerite some
mental horizon, and then great thoughts are written in flaming charac
j cance demands.
had ever been “ spiritual manifestations ” or not years ago, and -we have long regarded him as
ters which flash through the gloom, vividly as lightnings gleam in the
j Having occupied the space allotted to this letter, I will now briefly or whether he had ever boon promised that he predisposed to spiritual excitement of any kind.
midnight sky. They withdraw tho vail that conceals the interior world,
[E d . Tribune.
Iconclude. In my next I shall endeavor to commence a classification of should become a u seeing medium ” or not, he
and living men, entranced like the Kevelator, are 1borne away in the
the Spiritual phenomena. In attempting to sustain the position that- would at some time, in some crazy spasm, have
Lectures on Spiritualism.
spirit ’ to scenes of unclouded splendor and supernal magnificence. They
departed spirits do hold intercourse with men on earth, I am supported
put
an
end
to
his
life
by
suicide.
I
saw
him
but
The
second
lecture of Mr. Fish bough’s coin sc, will
influence the elements and hold in subjection the lawsot physical nature
by the experience of many noble and gifted minds, in all ages, and, in
be delivered next Monday evening, at half-past seven
a
short
time
before
lie
cut
his
throat,
and
quite
as mortals have never done.
That these phenomena immeasurably a most essential sense, by the common faith of the world.
o’clock, at Friendship Hall, No. 149 "West Sixteenthtrauscend the utmost power of all material forces is self-evident to the j Earnestly desiring that the truth may be honored, by a candid hear- frequently during the u ten months ” spoken of street, between Seventh and Eighth-avs. Subject:
in Mrs. Langdon’s affidavit, and I assert posi “ Spiritual Manifestations from the time of Cotton
humblcst capacity, and that they do not depend on the uuassisted j ing and a practical conformity to its requirements, I remain,
Mather down to the present day.” Admittance f r e e ,
tively that I have known him quite as insane and a collection taken.
action of minds in the body, is a truth, which, in my judgement, is sus-|
Yours fraternally,
S. B. B R IT T A N .
D ear S ir : In the first part of our controversy I have been required

enough called the only mediator (medium) between j ter, but when the excitement dies away, and they findGod and men.
1they are taught the simple truth as Jesus taught itj:
F r i e n d B rittan : For many months I have
As heexisted on earth, he is the life, soul, and center “ Do unto others as ve would that others should do
[W E E K L Y R E P O R T .]
been investigating the phenomena of the day,
of all mediums on earth, and in his glorified humani unto you”—they lose their interest, and say they are
F r i d a y E v e n i n g , Dec. 25,1852.
ty he is the life, soul, and center of all spiritual me not taught anything new, and that the media must
as time and circumstances favored. I have wit
Mr. John Williams, of Cincinnati, Ohio, said he had diums, (angels or spirit-messengers,) and his gospel
write from their own minds. The raps and ]rhys^CftD
nessed enough to satisfy any mind, that neither
been in open communion with the Spiritual World for the life, soul, and center of all spiritual manifesta
manifestations,
they say, can be explained in some
“ knee-ology,” nor u toe-ology ” has anything to
ten months past. He is a medium both for sight and tions.
other way at a future time. Jesus did teach the same
do with the mystery— and if it is all to be at
for impression. He has many pages written in this
The feet and toes of the image are now especiallv truths, and many have been bis faithful followers, but
way, his mind being moved by no volition of Ins own. represented by Protestantism, and these, the stone,
tributed to Dr. Richmond’s oil-force,, then all I
the predicted time has now come for the more intimateAllusion having been made in the Minutes of the last (the medium system,) was first to strike, so here does
have to say is, it is the most singularly odd force
union between the spiritual and natural world ; and'
meeting (which had just been read) to the stone cut that system first begin to destroy the independent and
mankind
have yet to learn that true religion is simple
with which I have ever been acquainted. B y
W e publish the above because it contains out of the mountain, &c., induced him to state an im infallibility principles, which never can make one.
but strict in all its requirements. Love to God and<
the way, it appears to me that the Doctor’s the another emphatic testimony that, the present pression that had been given him in reference to the
But eventually the stone will destroy the whole image man is the expression, in a few words, of all its exaefcory bears quite as hard against the Bible as spiritual revealments are establishing men on image of Nebuchadnezzar’s dream. By request Mr. and fill the earth in its place.
ments; for a pure devoted love will always prompt,
against modern manifestations. I admire the the solid basis of a rational faith. W e are as W. wrote a sketch of it, which is as‘follows:
Mr. Williams thinks the low and false communica and lead man to perform all that God reqtiircs of h is The image being in the human form, represents the tions received subserve the purpose of preventing our children while on earth He is not a hard master
Doctor’s independence, and think he must be, sured that Dr. Richmond’s good nature will
state
of humanity at its fulfilment. Nebuchadnezzar natural reliance on spirits as authority—agreeing in He knows all the weakness and temptations of man,
in the true sense ot the term, a pretty clever f e l prompt him to pardon the allusion to himself.
represented the head of gold. He was the King of this respect with views often expressed in this Con and is ever ready to receive all who come unto him in
low ^ and one with whom I should like to associ We are not insensible to the danger of circula
Babylon, which signifies confusion. This kingdom ference. He related a case of cure of insanity, by sincerity and truth.
ate, but his theory, (the Lord help us !) if that ting edge tools, but have concluded that this old began in the volley of Shinar, when by artificial
means of a circle of Spiritualists. The person had
The fbllowiu"
O is an extract from a lom;
C com be true, where are we ? W e must begin ilenovo jack-knife wont cut much.
means men endeavored to be religious, or to climb to become insane prior to any knowledge of Spiritualism,
munieation
through
the
same
medium
:
Heaven on an artificial structure, which produced con and the circle was formed for the specific purpose of
— no evidence yet, since poor old Adam led a
fusion, and which always has produced a confusion of promoting a restoration of health.
Let every one realize the unbounded love, and»1
solitary life in the Garden of Eden, or some
jggy* “ R. B . P .” of Hartford, Conn., writes languages, so that men can not understand each other,
mercy
of our Heavenly Father even in the limited
Dr.
Greves,
of
Milwaukee,
related
a
similar
case,
where else, of any such thing as spirit, inspira us that the ca-vilers, in that city, boldly assert
and are necessarily scattered in affections avd posi which had transpired in Michigan. He also stated sense in which finite and imperfect beings can do it,,
tion, revelation or miracle— od-force enabled that the communication signed R. P . Wilson, tions.
the occurrence of Spiritual lights, produced in his and what an influence would it exert in regenerating,
Jesus to walk upon the sea, and even to keep and published in No. 35 of the S p i r i t u a l T e l
The quality of the state of mankind, which is the presence during the sitting of a circle in Milwaukee. the whole earth ! What a glorious effulgence would
poor Peter from sinking— od-force, I suppose, e g r a p h , must be a fabrication, for the reason, head or chief state of subversive society, and of all the They appeared to rise from the floor upward, some be shed abroad on the whole face of Nature. Man,
moved the stone from the sepulcher, and vital as they allege, that “ no such place as R iver S tyx beasts of the field, is represented in the image by gold, feet. There were scores of them. Their color was wholly engaged in works of love in imitation of Mb
which signifies affection or appetite, without truth for peculiar—many were of a reddish hue. At the same Maker, would radiate from his beaming countenance
ized electricity, or some other imponderable es is known lo exist t h i s s i d e o f P luto's E m pire.”
its guidance. This always produces confusion, and is time many other physical manifestations occurred.
the glow of divine love, and send forth its cheering in 
sence, nearly related, enabled the Prophets to We are happy to inform our correspondent that now prevalent over the whole earth, for such Daniel
fluence
to every heart that might come within its
Mr. Allen said, on February 5,1851, at about 8
write some of the most sublime sentiments ever River Styx is located in Medina county, Ohio, told the king of confusion and of beasts, it would be.
sphere.
Material or physical evils would disappear
P. M., as he sat reading aloud to his wife, in the pri
conceived, and predict truthfully events centu
Affections
or
appetites,
not
guided
by
truth,
have
with
the
spiritual regeneration, and a new earth be
but as the aforesaid dominion may not be so f a r
vate room, he observed that she presented an uncom
produced
all
the
forms
of
artificial
worship
from
the
made
to
blossom
with heavenly beauty.
ries in advance. Well, let the Doctor go ahead!
mon appearance. Her eyes being closed and her fea
removed fro m H a rtfo rd , as the State of Ohio, it building of the tower of Babel to the present time.
Love ! all conquering, powerful Love !
truth is truth for ail th a t; and the question,
tures placid. She arose from her chair, turned her
is quite possible that the cavilers are substan
Teach thou our hearts to own thy sway—
All general principles of society have their especial back toward him, reached her hand behind as if try
“ W hat is truth ?” should be well canvassed,
Send down thine influence from above,
tially correct.
representatives in the states of society, although they ing to grasp something. The thought occurred to him
And change our midnight into day.
well tested, for the harder you rub it, like gold,
---------- ---------------------are by no means confined to the bounds of those rep that she might he personating some man in quest of a
When all shall own its peaceful reign
the brighter it shines.
Mysterious Disappearance.
resentatives. As, for instance, this confusion, this handkerchief. He offered his into her hand. She took
And all its precepts shall obey;
Information is desired respecting the death, or head of gold, this Nebuchadnezzar, is now most espe-, applied it to her nose and gave a masculine ‘ snort’
But, friend B ., I sat down merely to say that
Then dire misrule and tyrants’ chain
No more shall dim the Heavenly ray.
even in this oriental town, on Long Island, we whereabouts, of Mr. Ira Hall—or Ira D. Hall, a man daily represented by the Pagan system, although the j ag ¡g sometimes done by men. After a moment or two
about forty years of age, said to have been from the Christian is not without its good share of it, &c.
she
spoke
as
follows
:
are favored with manifestations now and then,
P l e a s a n t V a l l e y , Dec. 20, 1852.
State of Massachusetts, near the Connecticut line,
The breast and arms being of silver, signifies, truth
“ What is the meaning of the word Christ. ’Tis not
that to me and a few others, are quite remark where he had been employed as a stage driver in both
The
Continent
of America existed four hundred
to guide, without affection to give a proper quality. as is generally supposed the son of the Creator of all
years ago, though at that time it was entirely un
able, to say the least
There are several medi States. Said Hall lived some two years in the vicinity This never was a prevailing principle. This kingdom
things. Any just and perfect being is Christ. The known to the civilized world. Columbus himself did'
ums here, more or less developed, but among of Dover, Lawrence, Co., Mich., and disappeared very was not prophesied of as becoming great, so we find
crucifixion of Christ is nothing more than the crucifix not dream of it; he merely thought to find a new
the best we have, may be reckoned Mr. Daniel mysteriously, some six years since. Mr. Hall’s repu the state of society has never been overstocked ion of the spirit, which all have to contend with be
route to Eastern Asia. He did not create, but acci
tation was above reproach during his stay in Michi with truth, as it has been with affections and desires
Corwin, and his wife Mary, who, though favored
gan. Information may be given at the Telegraph of of doing something. That quality was, and still is, fore becoming perfect and righteous. The miraculous dently discovered America. So it is in science. We
conception of Christ is merely a fabulous tale.” Here
with but a limited education, are nevertheless fice, or addressed to Mr. J. W. Reynolds, Adrian, Law
especially represented by the Jewish dispensation. was a brief pause. She resumed, “ Take that down to do not create, but merely discover new truths. And
very modest and unassuming, and for real merit rence Co. Michigan.
The Jewish nation always had more truth than it put friend II----- to put with his other piece that he has it is reasonable to suppose that there are mental
and true respectability, may be said to take a
to a good use, or more truth than appetite or affec got ! ” Here the utterance was stopped, Mr. A. asked truths yet to be discovered, that are entirely beyond
AN HONORABLE MEDIUM.
tion for good. It never was and never will be a great for the name of the person purporting to speak. To the present comprehension of mortals. It is unreahigh rank in the community in which they live,
sonabte to suppose otherwise. Who can tell what
The following communication is from an in nation, comparatively, but it has decreased, as all which she replied. “ I am
or that portion of the community at least, who
E lias H icks .”
Eternity may unfold. We can not comprehend it, n o r
men will decrease in quality and usefulness, who do
are capable of appreciating merit, in contradis fluential member of the United States ConMr. Williams remarked, that some 25 years ago, he the joy of its inhabitants. There, Beauty and lia r
not possess affections of usefulness to put what truth
weiu to Jericho, where he had an interview with mony transcend what mortal eyes have ever seen, oir
tinction from fortuitous circumstances. From gross.
they know to good account. The Jews still exist as
Elias
Ilicks, in which the same sentiments were ex ears have ever heard. But many deny future exist
On
Sunday
morning,
December
12th,
1852,
while
these two mediums have emanated communica
representatives of that quality of society. Their dis
pressed.
listening
to
some
beautiful
poetic
sentiments
which
ence, because they have never seen it, or, rather, be
tinctive quality will be annihilated with the destruc
tions, containing thoughts clothed in a beauty of
Mr. George Willets, ofRochester, says the manifes cause they have a certain phrenological development
were being sung, accompanied by music played upon tion of the image.
expression, which they neither claim for them
tations in that city are Falling off in elevation and which imparts to its possessor an instinctive tendency
the piano, my father and sister, who have been thirty
The parts of the image composed of brass, have
selves, nor their friends for them. The follow years in the Spirit-world, attracted by the sentiments
tangibility. They have writing, gesture, and slap to skepticism. To say the least of this unfortunate
reference to the sexual or conjugal principle, and in
ping
mediums, and many, as he think, very foolish development, it is a defect both in the head and in theing communication was written by Mrs. Corwin and music, which were very spiritual, suddenly mag the image to the same desecrated. It is, in its dese
transactions
are performed, by persons who suppose character.
netized
me,
and
I
went
into
the
clairvoyant
state,
the
from impression, verbatim el literatim. I believe
crated state, a mixture of low natural affections, sig
themselves under spiritual influence. They take hold
In all ages, some men have denied the existence of
most
exalted
and
perfect
I
have
yet
experienced.
For
nified by copper, and of low truths, signified by zinc
I am uot insane, friend B ., nor do I believe ev
sometime, sensations cf endescribable pleasure thrilled or tin. Copper is of the gold class of metals, and zinc of hands, and, as he thinks, are often affected more disembodied spirits, and even the existence of God ;
ery spirit,but I am disposed to u try the spirits ”
by the magnetism of each other than by spirits. He and now that doctrine has its honest advocates,, and'
every fiber of my magnetized frame, and my clair
by the aid of that reason with which I have voyant spirit seemed to melt as it were into an ocean or tin, of the silver class. These mixed together form knows offew things of any value being said or writ who can tell how many professed Christians secretly
an amalgam called brass. Such is the quality of
been favored. I know o f no other way to inves of joyful gladness and repose. The darkling shadows marriages in general now, and such is also especially ten under these conditions. Many suppose these in believe the cold and cheerless doctrines of the Saddutigate any subject. The subject of Modern of earth receded and rolled away, like vapors before represented among Mahometans, whose mixed (brass) tangible hysteric exhibitions to be spiritual,, but he cees. Thousands, yea m i l l i o n s ! They are Sadduthinks they are injuriously deluded. He would have cees, not from choice, but from necessity ; and when
Manifestations, has assumed an attitude which is the glories of the rising sun.
religion is like the desecrated state of marriage in our
On pinions of down, culled gently from beneath day. It has been and still is a great nation, as Dan Spiritualists on their guard, to discriminate between once convinced of better things, they “ Rejoice with
neither to be laughed nor frowned down— learned
spiritual facts and mere psychological effects, and all joy unspeakable and full of glory.” But there is ancherubs’ wings, my beatified soul rose to the Fifth
quackery, interested demagogueism and bigoted Sphere of departed spirits, and stood as it were upon iel prophesied of the brass principle of the image.
such manifestations and the causes that lead to them other class far more stubborn than the Sadducec. I
The legs (supports of the image) were of iron. This should be avoided, and the wretched nonsense they
sectarists may croak, and their voices may be the plane of that exalted condition of immortality
mean, the wise, the rich, the proud, and the selfhere, represent the infallibility or self-conceited engender should be neutralized as far as possible by righteous o f Earth's children. Look around yon.
as numerous as the frogs of Egypt, still, T ruth whose vast, immeasurable, and illimitable extent
spreads far, far beyond the ken of spirit-vision. I principle, that at this day supports most, if not all the healthy action of calm reason. He knows of two and on every hand and in every place you behold the
is mighty and will prevail.
G.
men and societies of men, in their upright position, as writing mediums, in Rochester, who give evidence of proud and haughty Pharisee. He lias a gaudy re
saw in that blessed region of “ endless day,” the
S o u t h o l d , Jan. 4, 1S53.
the legs of iron kept the image from falling prostrate. being under spiritual control—one cf them writes with ligion, well calculated to satisfy the vanity and par
countless multitude of spirits,“ which no man could
This
principle has its strongest type or representa her left hand, and backward, so that to be read easi tiality of the world. He sneers at every new truth,
Oh! that man would listen to the inward voice of number,” who have passed from Earth, through the
tive
in
the Catholic Church, by which the present ly it must he reversed before a mirror—she does this and ridicules the Reformer as a troublesome innothe soul, the spiritual monitor which speaks in lan intermediate spheres, into that sphere. All were robed
guage too plain to be misunderstood when listened to. in drapery of spotless white, long and flowing, which structure of society is borne up more than by any equally well in the dark as in the light. He has had | vator. It was precisely so eighteen hundred and
Could man but burst asunder the chains that bind his seemed wrought with tissue.of clearest, brightest sun other.
communications through her, which lie knows did not [ twenty years ago The Pharisee then had his re
The feet, which had iron in them from the iron root originate in her own mind. In this way he has had ligion. It was popular, and, withal, exceedingly
spirit down—divest himself of that false reverence of light ; and around each spirit's head glittered trans
or strength, represents the derivations from the communications from his father. One fact he is una- j genteel. The doctors and lawyers were all proud oi
creeds, which has been inbred in his very nature parent wreaths of blended stars.
Church. This is represented most especially by Pro ble to explain. The medium is a poor speller. His i i t ; and when Jesus taught the religion of lowly Inno
from infancy ; if he could break from this binding in
They appeared, in aspect and expression, the very
testantism,
each sect of which claims infallibility to father spelled well. Yet, notwithstanding the evi cence, they sneered, and the self-wise and the selffluence and let the imprisoned soul go free, it would impersonation of Love; and, while transports of de
itself,
and
as
far as it vests there, is strong, from its dence of its being from bis father was undoubted, the righteous said to each other, “ This fellow is the car
be like the liberation of a captive b ird ; at every flit of light and joy played upon their radiant countenances,
root,
but
as
far
as it mixes the clay of individual in spelling would be that of the medium. He also re penter’s son. Lo, he teaches the people, without
its happy wings, it would gather fresh impetus for its all were in waving, circling, ceaseless endless motion;
dependence
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the iron, it is weak and disjointed. lated a remarkable occurrence ofspirit-writing, which asking authority of the chief priests. Away with him.
onward course.
moving in pairs, two and two, their faces always
Oh ! let the fresh out-bursts of the pent up soul, be turned toward each other in responses — spirit an Although the sects of Protestantism endeavor to mix took place in that city in October, 1817, in the pres Crucify him ! crucify him ! ” And the pious Israel
gratified. The kingdom of God cometh not with ob swering spirit, through the accordant affinities which their iron and clay, infallibility and independence to ence of himself and Mr. E. W. Capron, two of the Fox ites did crucify him. And then said Jesus, “ Father,
servation ; neither shall they say, Lo! here, or Lo! had attracted and united them in couples—and smile gether, and to cement them with the seed of men, the family being the mediums. It was done on the door forgive them ! for they know not what they do.”
there; for behold, the kingdom of God is within you. answering smile, and joy vibrating to joy, in unceas- true product or true principles of humanity, where and wall of a room, under circumstances which could And even now we have our chief priests, and thous
Yes, enstamped upon the inner being lie dormant and ceasing and ever-increasing harmony. Every emotion each is from or dependent upon something else, as the leave room for no mistake as to its spiritual origin. ands of the self-satisfied who “ know not what they
buried, a semblance of that divine wisdom, love and of each spirit, as they moved over the sun-lit plane of seed of men is, they can not make the iron and clay They distinctly heard the letters formed. Those on do.”—Yours, in the great cause of liberty and social
harmony, which is shadowed forth and displayed in their sphere, basking in the effulgence of God’s eter stick together. A true acknowledgement of this true the door were made by a white substance, and that on equality,
G eorge R o b e r t s .
nature’s inspiring revelations.
nal love, seemed to utter and send forth, as if from principle, that all are from and inferior to something the wall was by a black. No traces of either subV e n i c e , S en ec a Co., Ohio .
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even from the little flower, one of nature’s messen
gers. From its eloquent, though mute appeal his soul ceaseless choruses, and died away iu endless symph kingdom was to be strong and mighty, and to beat weeks it gradually faded away, and without any hu in it which appear wonderful and strange, and which
responds to its silent teaching. He sees there, the onies in the far distance of the boundless plane. Love and to bruise, which the clay principle has no power man aid was wholly obliterated. Mr. W. promised a are attributed to the agency of spirits.
It may be interesting to you, and the readers ol
more circumstantial account of this and many other
wisdom and harmony cf his Father displayed, lie seemed the very essence of every spirit’s being ; and to do.
In the days of those kings—that is when society is Jfaclgj -n writi
your excellent paper, to hear that there are also
takes it as a pure gem from earth’s bosom, fresh from the atmosphere in which they moved seemed composed
so subverted, or perverted, as to embody all these bad
Spiritual manifestations in this part of Ohio. We
Adjourned.
R. T. I I a l l o c k , Sec'y.
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from a mountain without hands, not artificially made
time
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and have come to the conclusion that the
ceived the distilled dews of heaven into its bosom, and To love each other and respond and reflect it back,
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learns this lesson—If he had lived temperately in all
altars reared to the honor of the living God. This
menced
by
the
tipping
of the stand, table, and chairs,
One approached me and said, or impressed me as
things, and let the soul go free and unshackled, to
may he presented in your paper if you think
stone was to smite the image, first in the feet and toes,
receiving correct answers to questions asked. They-meet the kindred affinities that attract, and endeavor follows: “ This is the Fifth Sphere of the Spirit-world,
The communications are extracts
and then to destroy the tvhole image, and itself to be worthy.
then began writing for us messages of consolation, reto draw it forth, (like the flower) it would have un and this is our condition as you see it, and these are
from
long
ones,
and were written by a medium I proof, and exhortation. Media became developed,
come a mountain and fill the whole earth forever.
folded in its beauty, and drauk inspiration as from a the pleasures and joys of disembodied immortality.
As this stone was cut out of a mountain, it repre- i who does not care to have her name made pub- ! believers confirmed. We next became vibrating and
fountain.
Oh! who would not share our blest abode ? Oh !
j drawing media. Some beautiful drawings have been
seuted
a lesser from a greater, as a son from his father,! He ; yet I will vouch for their truth. Facts J produced by the hand of those who knew nothing of
Arouse then, oh man, thy latent energies ! and as who would not shave our triumph and our future
the flower struggles with the grossest particles of hope i ’Tis ours to see from a world convulsed this a creature from its creator, or as the seed of men from | may come to me from time to time, which I ( the art. These were done very accurately, without a
rule or any other instrument than a pencil. I will
earth, to meet the more refined elements it is greeted new creation rising, and to hear a voice louder thau men. As a stone cut out, it signifies acknowledg- j shall take pleasure in forwarding to you.
give you the name of some of these drawings, as named
with, the hopeful and invigorating smiles of nature, all the clarions of earth—swelling and swelling still ment of a dependent and derivative state, but as a)
I am yours,
L. Br. F u; ! her . ! by the spirits. The “ Tree of Knowledge; “ | rc®
so, the man, who struggles to free hinuolf from bond in lengthened notes its all awakening call—the mere stone it represents faith and its acts. Its pro- j
I of Life ; ” “ Noah and his Family, entering the A rk;
'September 20. | together with groves, monuments, anu man} other
age, is aided by spirit friends who are ever ready to trump of Spiritual Jubilee! When Truth, borne by ceeding from the mountain to the image shows its in- j
cheer the depressed, to strengthen the weak, and to us to Earth’s benighted mortals, shall set them f r e e ; termediate state or character as that of an embassa- j Oh ! it is a glorious revelation which is now being ji scones
We have now speaking and clairvoyant media. I he
raise up the bowed down—cheer up and listen to the ami unobstructed intercourse between us and them, dor or messenger sent from one to another to effect j made unto the world. Could mankind only realize it, j irit will take a chapter of the Bible, explain it, and
preach from it. Others will exhibit themsches as m
spirits’ call
through mediums unnumbered, in every land and somethin" agreeably to the will of the sender. This ¡‘they would readily engage in it, instead of crying i sPir
delusion !” as they now feel bound to former life. On one occasion a spirit came, purporting
clime, shall restore lost Eden to all the sons and principle, or rather system or body of principles, by “ humbug !
t,, be that of an old acquaintance. IVe wished to try
Another Convert to Imm ortality.
daughters of Adam's race ! Your mission is to pub- which the bad condition of humanity represented by do.The first believers have an important ¡.art to per-I it, the medium being an entire stranger to her while
S y r a c u s e , Dec. 27, 1852. j lish this truth to men, and to this end w e will be the image, is to be destroyed so that the better con
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We n - ¡nested an exhibition ot herself in life.
form. They must be firm in the faith, ready to give The medium soon began to shout and pray, ami then
C. P a r t r i d g e : I like the T k l e g k a f i i , and the with you in your labor of love, illumine your mind, dition of humanity may take its place, and true faith
plan on which it is conducted.
touch your spirit with ethereal and immortal five, grow up into a mountain, and fill the whole earth, is a reason to every one that asketh, without fear or to sin", using the same words that the person used
whileli'ving.° Upon my remarking that she sometimes
l)r. Richmond has disappointed me by the manner and till you with all the fulness of the Spirit- j the medium principle or body of principles by which shame, and always bold in their avowal of belief in u sed the German language, the medium began to sing
the
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all
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to
be
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from
destruction.
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Lord
in which lie lias conducted the discussion with Mr world; and through your lips aud pen we will dis
and sp eak in German. The ministers of the gospel
Brittan. I hope the Doctor will pardon me, but real course of spiritual truth and immortality to men. usd Savior Jesus Christ, is the Soul, the Center, and to make man good, not to minister to a morbid curi contend earnestly against us, and try to put a stop
the Life of this system. He is, and ever has been, osity, or craving for something new. Many are ¡»leased to these manifestations ; notwithstanding, some of
ly, when I have read his letters I have always been See to it, that you obey this mission.”
the
stem, the root, the true vine, of which all other with them while they can go and hear the raps, and them are now turning in with us
reminded of the problem given me to work out when
At this announcement 1 passed out of my clairvoy
Yours, respectfully,
mediums are the branches—and thus in him aud from get answers to their questions, particularly test quesa school-boy—” If a jack-knife cost two and sixpence, ant state, and closed my spiritual vision.
Dec.
Iff, 1852.
S u s a n n a h D i cks on .
him the whole system has its origin. He is rightfully j tions, or get messages of a lofty or uncommon charac
J. G. S.
how much will a bag of wool weigh ?” There seems to

LETTER FROM SOUTHOLD.

me to be just as near a relation between his facts and
his inferences, as there is betweon the two parts of the
above problem. I was once a Materialist; and oh how
dark the prospect before me ! Thank God the light of
spiritual truth has dissipated this darkness, and my
feet have been taken from a horrible pit and miry
clay, and placod upon a ro ck .
May the true light from the Spirit-world shine
brighter and brighter till the mists and fogs of error
and superstition are all dissipated.
Fraternally yours,
H. J.
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